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Abstract

Randomized controlled trials (RCTs)—the gold standard for evaluating the effects of med-

ical interventions—are notoriously challenging in terms of logistics, planning and costs.

The cohort multiple randomized controlled trial approach is designed to facilitate

randomized trials for pragmatic evaluation of (new) interventions and is a promising vari-

ation from conventional pragmatic RCTs. In this paper, we evaluate methodological chal-

lenges of conducting an RCT within a cohort. We argue that equally valid results can be

obtained from trials conducted within cohorts as from pragmatic RCTs. However,

whether this design is more efficient compared with conducting a pragmatic RCT de-

pends on the amount and nature of non-compliance in the intervention arm.
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Introduction

Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are considered the

gold standard for evaluating the effects of medical inter-

ventions. Pragmatic trials investigate the effectiveness of

medical interventions or strategies under usual condi-

tions.1,2 In contrast to explanatory trials, these trials are

not placebo-controlled and typically do not blind the par-

ticipants. Results of pragmatic trials often better reflect the

effects to be expected in daily practice.2 Both explanatory

and pragmatic trials are notoriously challenging in terms

of logistics, planning and costs. Less than one-third of

RCTs achieve their planned recruitment target and follow-

up is labour intensive.3,4 What is more, pragmatic RCTs,

where participants are not blinded for the intervention sta-

tus, may be complicated by response bias (also referred to

as disappointment bias), and a considerable risk of non-

compliance and cross-over between study arms.5,6

To overcome these challenges, the ‘cohort multiple

randomized controlled trial’ design was proposed as a vari-

ation of pragmatic RCTs.7 The basis of this design is a pro-

spective cohort of participants with the condition of interest,

receiving care as usual, who give informed consent for cohort

participation. In our centre, participants are furthermore

asked for informed consent to be randomized in future RCTs

conducted within the cohort. Participants are informed that

they will be offered the experimental intervention if they are

randomly selected. They are also informed that they other-

wise might serve as controls without being notified and that

their data can be used in a trial context.8 For each participant

in the cohort, clinical and patient-reported outcomes are cap-

tured at baseline and at regular intervals during follow-up.

Within this cohort, multiple RCTs can be conducted. For this

purpose, eligible participants who have provided the consent

required for them to participate in an RCT within the cohort

are identified. From this subcohort, a random selection of

participants will be invited to undergo the experimental inter-

vention. Eligible participants who were not randomly selected

receive standard care, are not informed about the experimen-

tal intervention and serve as controls. Outcomes in this con-

trol group are compared with the outcomes of those who

were offered the experimental intervention, in order to esti-

mate the effect of the experimental intervention versus usual

care. Within the cohort, the same process can be repeated for

trials of other interventions. The design appears especially at-

tractive for clinical research areas where many interventions

need evaluation, and for highly desired or expensive

interventions.7

The cohort multiple randomized controlled trial design

is gaining interest in different fields of research.9–16 Given

the novelty of the design, several ethical and methodo-

logical aspects need in-depth evaluation. Ethical issues

have been described elsewhere.8 In this article we focus on

the methodological issues of conducting one RCT within a

cohort (cmRCT). We compare cmRCTs and pragmatic

RCTs in terms of validity of the results and discuss

approaches for analysis of a cmRCT.

Validity of cmRCT results

To obtain a valid estimate of the intervention effect, the

group receiving the experimental intervention and the

group receiving the standard intervention need to be com-

parable at the start of the study, during follow-up and at

the end of the study.17 However, at each of these moments,

differences between cmRCTs and RCTs may occur.

At the start of the study: timing of randomization

Comparability of intervention groups at the start of the

study is most effectively achieved by randomization. A

Key messages

• The cohort multiple randomized controlled trial design was proposed as a variation of the pragmatic randomized con-

trolled trial (RCT). A major difference between an RCT conducted within a cohort (cmRCT) and a pragmatic RCT is the

timing of randomization relative to informed consent: in a cmRCT, only participants allocated to the intervention arm

are asked for informed consent, which happens after they have been randomized to the intervention.

• Due to timing of the randomization, the non-compliance in the intervention arm may be higher in a cmRCT compared

with an RCT. An increased rate of non-compliance in the intervention arm may be (partially) compensated for by

lower (or even absent) non-compliance in the control arm. Non-compliance in the intervention arm can be accounted

for by instrumental variable analysis.

• Participants allocated to the control arm of a cmRCT are unaware of being in the control group. This may reduce the

risk of cross-over, drop-out and reporting bias. As compared with RCTs, standard of care applied in cmRCTs will bet-

ter resemble routine care.

• More research is needed regarding generalizability of trial results, misclassification of the actual intervention status

and implications of conducting multiple RCTs within a cohort.
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major difference between a cmRCT and an RCT is the tim-

ing of randomization relative to the informed consent pro-

cedure. In an RCT, all participants are randomized after

they have been informed about the intervention and after

they consented to participate in the trial. In a cmRCT how-

ever, only participants allocated to the experimental inter-

vention arm are informed about the intervention, but only

after they have been randomized. Consent to participate is

only sought from participants who are randomized to the

experimental arm. This pre-randomization is different

from, for example, the Zelen design. In the Zelen design,

participants are randomized before seeking consent,18

whereas participants in a cmRCT have given informed

consent to be randomized, although the intervention is not

known yet. Participants who are randomized to the experi-

mental arm, may subsequently decline the experimental

intervention (non-compliers). Here, the term non-compli-

ance is used to indicate that participants who are allocated

to one intervention arm decline that particular intervention

at baseline. As a result, the proportion of non-compliance

in the experimental arm is expected to be higher in a

cmRCT compared with an RCT. This may particularly af-

fect trials looking at interventions that are unpopular

among participants, for example time-consuming or incon-

venient interventions. In case of non-compliance, per

protocol analysis may result in biased estimates of the

intervention effect, if reasons for non-compliance are

related to the outcome.19 In RCTs testing an inconvenient,

unpopular intervention, many participants will refuse to

participate. Only a small subset of eligible participants

may be willing to participate, possibly impairing generaliz-

ability. In a cmRCT, all eligible participants will be

randomized, but participants allocated to the experimental

intervention arm will be more likely to refuse the interven-

tion. Hence, trial results will be generalizable to a broader

population, but compared with an RCT, intention-to-treat

(ITT) analysis will provide a more diluted estimate of the

true intervention effect.

Challenges during follow-up

In a randomized double-blind placebo controlled-trial,

blinding is relatively straightforward by using a placebo

intervention for the control group. Because participants

and their physicians are blinded, comparability of the

intervention groups during follow-up is likely to be main-

tained. In contrast, pragmatic RCTs compare interventions

under usual conditions, thus participants are not blinded

and changes in, for example, health-related behaviour may

differ between study arms.20 Furthermore, participants

may drop out if they are not allocated to the intervention

they had hoped for21 or cross over to the preferred

intervention arm, especially if the intervention is widely ac-

cessible to participants, such as exercise programmes.

Participants in cmRCTs are not blinded, but participants

in the control group are unaware of being in the control

group of a specific trial. As a result, standard of care will

not be affected by intervention allocation and will better

resemble routine standard of care. Furthermore, drop-out

rates may be lower in cmRCTs, since participants in the

control group are not likely to withdraw from standard

care. Moreover, information on baseline characteristics

and outcome measurements (i.e. the regular cohort meas-

ures) of drop-outs are still recorded, which is essential in

the data analysis.

Measurement of endpoints

Ideally, the assessor of the outcome in trials is blinded for

intervention status in order to prevent observer effects.17

In pragmatic RCTs as well as in cmRCTs, participants are

not blinded, which may lead to differential reporting of

outcomes particularly in case of patient-reported out-

comes. Some participants will consent to participate in

a pragmatic RCT because they wish to receive the experi-

mental intervention. They may be disappointed if allocated

to the control arm and may subjectively report worse out-

comes than were actually experienced, which may bias the

observed differences in outcome between interventions.6,12

This is unlikely to happen among control participants in a

cmRCT, since they do not know that they serve as

control participants; this leaves potential bias in re-

ported outcomes of patients in the experimental arm (i.e.

probably better outcomes than were experienced)

only. Therefore in comparison with pragmatic RCTs,

the potential for reporting bias may be reduced in

cmRCTs.

Analysis of a cmRCT

The primary analysis in an RCT is typically an intention-

to-treat (ITT) analysis, which maintains baseline compar-

ability achieved by randomization.2 Usually, in RCTs

with blinded participants, compliance is high. In prag-

matic trials, however, it is difficult and often undesirable

to blind participants. This increases the risk of non-com-

pliance, leading to underestimation of the true effect (i.e.

the effect that would be observed under perfect compli-

ance) in ITT analysis. In pragmatic trials investigating

the effects of an intervention under usual conditions,

non-compliance can be seen as part of the intervention ef-

fect. However, researchers still might be interested in the

‘explanatory’ or ‘real’ effect of the intervention under

perfect conditions. To control for non-compliance in
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RCTs, instrumental variable (IV) analysis (or Complier

Average Causal Effect (CACE) analysis) may be used to

account for non-compliance.19,22,23 The IV analysis ac-

counts for non-compliance by inflating the ITT effect to

the effect that would be observed in the (possibly hypo-

thetical) situation of perfect compliance. The estimated

effect applies to those who comply with the offered inter-

vention (Box 1).

ITT versus IV analysis

In a cmRCT, the compliance in the control group (i.e.

usual care) will approximate to 100%, since participation

in the cohort is conditional on receiving the standard of

care. Since control participants are not informed about the

experimental intervention, cross-over to the experimental

intervention arm is unlikely. Compliance in the experimen-

tal intervention arm, however, may be substantially lower

than 100%, since participants are free to accept or to de-

cline the experimental intervention. To illustrate the im-

pact of compliance, we compared ITT and IV analysis in

both cmRCTs and RCTs. We considered a hypothetical

randomized trial with two intervention arms, which is de-

signed to detect a 10% difference in the risk of the out-

come. The risk of the outcome is 10% in the experimental

intervention arm, and 20% in the control arm. We simu-

lated four approaches: (i) ITT analysis of an RCT; (ii) ITT

analysis of a cmRCT; (iii) IV analysis of a RCT; and (iv) IV

analysis of a cmRCT (Figure 1). In all four approaches, the

true intervention effect is observed when there is perfect

compliance. In both RCTs and cmRCTs, the observed risk

difference (obtained with ITT analysis) obviously depends

on the proportion of non-compliance: the ITT estimate be-

comes more diluted as non-compliance increases. Since

non-compliance occurs in the experimental intervention

group only, the dilution is less in the cmRCT scenario,

yielding a less biased estimate of the true treatment effect.

Due to the timing of randomization in a cmRCT—consent

to participate is sought after randomization—higher non-

compliance is to be expected in the experimental arm of

the cmRCT compared with the experimental arm of a

pragmatic RCT. However, because of the high compliance

in the control arm, a cmRCT has room for more non-com-

pliance in the experimental arm in comparison with an

RCT in which non-compliance is expected in both inter-

vention arms (Figure 1a, b). Possibly there will be situ-

ations in which the amount of non-compliance in the

experimental arm is too large to be compensated for by the

low amount of non-compliance in the control arm.

The intervention effect among compliers is estimated

using the IV analysis, at the expense of precision. This im-

precision increases more slowly in the cmRCT scenario

since the probability of receiving the experimental inter-

vention in the control group is very low and non-compli-

ance is in the experimental intervention arm only. Note

that at the same total amount of non-compliance—thus a

double amount of non-compliance in the experimental

intervention and zero non-compliance in the control arm—

the results from a cmRCT are comparable to the results

from an RCT (Figure 1c, d). Still, the main advantage of a

cmRCT is the containment and control of the non-

Box 1 IV analysis in an RCT

Consider an RCT with Z as an indicator of (random) as-

signment of the intervention (e.g. experimental inter-

vention ¼ 1, usual care ¼ 0), X as actual intervention

received (e.g. experimental intervention ¼ 1, usual

care ¼ 0) and Y as outcome.

Z! X! Y

The variable Z is referred to as the instrument, or the

instrumental variable. The ITT effect (i.e. the average

causal effect of Z on Y) differs from the average causal

effect of X on Y if some participants do not comply

with the assigned intervention. The smaller the rate of

compliance (i.e. the weaker the relation between Z and

X), the more the ITT effect will tend to differ from the

average causal effect. To obtain the effect that would

be observed under perfect compliance (IV effect), the

ITT effect needs to be inflated. In IV analysis the aver-

age effect of X on Y is estimated from two effects of Z,

namely the average effect of Z on Y and the average

effect of Z on X in the following way:

Z! Y ðITT effectÞ
Z! X complianceð Þ

To obtain the average intervention effect, one inflates

the ITT effect in the numerator of the estimator by

dividing by a factor which is lower as compliance de-

creases. The weaker the association between Z and X,

the more the ITT effect will be inflated because of the

shrinking denominator. If compliance is perfect (i.e. Z

equals X and Z!X¼ 1), the ITT effect equals the IV ef-

fect. Compliance (i.e. Z!X) can be estimated as the

difference in the observed probabilities of receiving

the experimental intervention between the two alloca-

tion groups. IV analysis estimates an effect that applies

to those who comply with the allocated interven-

tion.22–24
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compliance, since all non-compliance accumulates in the

experimental arm. Conducting a cmRCT, one should con-

sider the amount of non-compliance to be expected in the

experimental arm and the accessibility to this experimental

intervention.

Assumptions of IV analysis

In RCTs, the indicator of (random) assignment of the inter-

vention can be considered as an IV and thus used in IV ana-

lysis in order to estimate the average causal effect of the

intervention. An IV should satisfy three key assumptions:

the IV is predictive of actual intervention status, does not

share common causes with the outcome and affects the

outcome only through the intervention.22–24 The first and

second assumptions easily hold in RCTs and cmRCTs,

since allocation of the intervention (i.e. the IV) likely will

be associated with actual intervention status, and by ran-

domization assumption two is met as well. However, as-

sumption three may be violated in pragmatic RCTs where

participants are deliberately not blinded. In these cases, par-

ticipants may change their behaviour when (not being)

offered the intervention. Therefore, random allocation may

affect the outcome via, for example, lifestyle changes as

well as via the intervention. In a cmRCT however, partici-

pants allocated to the control group do not know that they

serve as controls. Therefore, assumption three might be less

violated in cmRCTs than in pragmatic RCTs.

Figure 1. Numerical example of ITT analysis and IV analysis in both RCTs and cmRCT studies. Note that non-compliance in RCTs is possible in both

intervention arms whereas, in cmRCT studies, non-compliance will be in the experimental treatment arm only. In a RCT at 10% non-compliance, there

is 10% non-compliance in both arms, resulting in a 10% total non-compliance. This is in contrast to 10% non-compliance in a cmRCT, since non-com-

pliance occurs in the experimental intervention arm only. This results in a 5% total non-compliance. Higher non-compliance is to be expected in the

experimental intervention arm of the cmRCT. However, a cmRCT has room for more non-compliance in the experimental intervention group in com-

parison with an RCT in which non-compliance is expected in both intervention arms.
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Discussion

In this paper, we compared cmRCTs with pragmatic RCTs

and explored approaches to analyse cmRCT results.

Participants in a cmRCT are recruited from an underlying

cohort and outcomes measured in this cohort are relevant

for the RCTs conducted within that cohort. Therefore, this

design would be mostly applicable in cohorts specifically

designed as cmRCT cohorts. Once such a cohort has been

established, setting up trials will likely be less expensive

and will require less effort compared with RCTs because a

research infrastructure is already in place. Moreover, the

cohort allows for unequal randomization by making use of

the (large) control group of the cohort. This may be espe-

cially attractive in the case of expensive experimental treat-

ments, to reduce the costs of a trial. Another advantage of

the cmRCT is that participants in the control group are un-

aware that they are participating as controls in a random-

ized trial. This will reduce not only the potential of

reporting bias, but also cross-over of participants from

control arm to experimental treatment arm.

Because of its design, cmRCTs are most suitable to

evaluate experimental interventions that are not easily ac-

cessible for participants. If the intervention under study is

in fact accessible to those in the control group (i.e. usual

care), compliance in that group may be less than 100%

since participants may undergo the experimental treatment

on their own initiative. For example, a cmRCT studying

the relative effectiveness of two pharmacological drugs

that are already on the market will face this challenge; yet

this seems unlikely when comparing drugs in a pre-licens-

ing stage. However, to emphasize again, one of the advan-

tages of cmRCTs is that by not informing the control

group, contamination may be limited.

So far, we (implicitly) discussed cmRCTs in the context

of studies assessing superiority of one intervention over an-

other. Alternatively, the aim of a trial might be to show

non-inferiority or equivalence of two interventions. In

non-inferiority and equivalence trials, an ITT analysis is

anti-conservative,25 particularly when non-compliance

rates are high. IV analysis, as applied in the analysis of a

cmRCT, may partly overcome this problem. Note that pre-

cision of IV estimates will be smaller (i.e. wider confidence

intervals) than the precision of estimates from an ITT ana-

lysis conducted in a study with full compliance.

Very few trials are purely explanatory or pragmatic;

there is a continuum rather than dichotomy.2 Different

choices in design result in a more pragmatic or more ex-

planatory trial, for example design choices described in the

PRECIS-2 tool such as eligibility criteria, setting of a trial

and follow-up.2 In an RCT, randomization is the essential

feature; all other design features are optional. The choices

made regarding these other design options will make a trial

more pragmatic or more explanatory. By design, the com-

parator in a cmRCT will always be care as usual, making

use of existing staff and resources. This is extremely prag-

matic in nature. Participants are recruited from an underly-

ing cohort in which all participants with the condition of

interest and receiving usual care are enrolled. It is con-

sidered very pragmatic to recruit patients in usual care

without overt recruitment effort.2 Moreover, the cmRCT

participants recruited from a cohort may also better resem-

ble the population of (future) users of the intervention

under study, which again can be considered pragmatic.2

However, more explanatory choices could be made as

well. Very tight selection criteria could still be applied, re-

sulting in a more explanatory cmRCT. The cohort pro-

vides regular outcome measurements but presumably more

than are done in usual practice. Various adjustments to the

intensity of these measurements will move the trial toward

the explanatory end of the continuum. Specific directions

for administering the experimental intervention by practi-

tioners deemed to have sufficient experience will also result

in a more explanatory trial. Just like an RCT, a cmRCT

will not automatically answer a purely pragmatic research

question since several explanatory features may be

included in the design. However, since the comparator will

always be care as usual and participants are recruited from

an underlying cohort, all cmRCTs are likely to be located

at the pragmatic end of the pragmatic–explanatory

continuum.

Conclusion

A major difference between an RCT and an RCT within a

cohort (cmRCT) is the timing of randomization.

Participants in an RCT are randomized to intervention

arms after they consent to participation. This is in contrast

to a cmRCT in which only participants allocated to the ex-

perimental arm are asked for consent to receive the inter-

vention, and only after they have been randomized.

Therefore, non-compliance in the experimental arm may

be higher in a cmRCT compared with an RCT. On the

other hand, control participants in a cmRCT do not know

they are in the control arm, which will better mimic rou-

tine standard of care and lower the risk of loss to follow-

up and response bias. Future studies implementing the

cohort multiple randomized controlled trial design need to

be conducted in order to quantify the magnitude of these

phenomena. Based on our evaluation, we conclude that re-

sults from single cmRCTs are as valid as those from prag-

matic RCTs. Whether the cohort multiple randomized

controlled trial design is more efficient compared with

pragmatic RCTs depends on the amount and nature of

non-compliance.
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